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Boundless
Individuality

This year, WMF Hotel’s
colour range will bring
the gastronomic world to
life. All products with the
new “Colour me!” label
will open up a world of
possibilities. It will allow
you to choose particular colours, individually
tailored to your needs, from an extensive colour
palette.
PURE EXCLUSIV is the vibrant highlight of
this series. All products from this range can
be ordered in any colour you desire and are
available immediately.
The essence of this Trendcollection is to introduce individuality into gastronomy. Thanks to
optimally coordinated products, you can create
your dream item according to your needs. This
extends not only to one particular range but
across all the ranges.
Different things motivate us when we decide
to ‘eat out’. One thing all these people share,
however, is the desire to escape their daily
routine. People want to be served for a change;
they want to experience new gastronomic
delights and lose themselves in new exciting
atmospheres.
As a restaurateur, the WMF Trendcollection will
ensure you meet the customers’ expectations.
In this brochure you’ll find everything you need
to create the perfect atmosphere and table experience for your guests. It features only the
cream of the crop of WMF’s product range.
WMF Hotel has given gastronomy a new lease
of life, introducing individuality and flexibility.
They are the essential building blocks of your
future success!

Established in 1853
In 1853, Daniel Straub, a miller from
Geislingen, joined forces with the Schweizer
Brothers to form the “Metallwarenfabrik
Straub & Schweizer” in Geislingen. This was
the second company to be founded by Straub
– previously in 1850, from the nucleus of a
small repair workshop, which he had set up
to work on the construction of Geislingen’s
famous railway incline, he had founded the
Maschinenfabrik Geislingen. This company
was involved mainly in manufacturing mill
turbines and traded throughout Europe.

1927 Cromargan®, stainless 18/10
A decisive factor in the company’s history
was the securing of exclusive rights to use
the special V2A steel, developed by Krupp,
for the production of WMF table and
kitchenware items. This material was
registered under the name of Cromargan®
which is nowadays synonymous with 18/10
stainless steel. WMF launched its first
Cromargan® cookware range at the Leipzig
Trade Fair in 1927, followed a few years later
by the introduction of the first Cromargan®
cutlery.

Condensation recycling system

Certified in accordance with
DIN EN ISO 9001 – 2008

Material strength suitable for the
catering trade

Customization e.g. through engraving
or stamping

Blades of hollow-handled knives
made of special blade steel, forged

Innovative and design-orientated

Silver plating to hotel quality

Drip-free pots

1927

1907 International company
Under Hugo Debach the company gained
international standing. At the turn of the
century the factory in Geislingen employed
3,000 workers. By 1910, this number had
already grown to 4,000, making WMF the
largest company in Württemberg at this time.
Sales catalogues were printed in twelve
languages. Subsidiary companies in London,
Warsaw and Vienna opened up export markets.

2013 160 years of WMF
WMF celebrates its 160th birthday. WMF has
grown from the small plaqué factory, Straub &
Schweizer, into an international organisation
with 6,000 employees. Even in times of economic difficulty WMF has maintained its position with flexibility, and far-sighted business
decisions, which have not been without risk.
As a modern design conscious business the
organisation is well equipped for the future.
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Uncompromisingly Good

2013

1907

1853

Innovation from Tradition

Classical Elegance
– with a new twist
“Classic meets Modern”, that’s
the motto of WMF’s classic cutlery
series. This new style provides a
refreshing original take on understated elegance with discreet classical ornamentation. The perfect
combination of functionality and
practical value are what make
this product so exceptional.

Your guest will instantly appreciate
this cutlery series’ high standard
of quality, typical of WMF; merely
feeling the weight of the product
gives the impression of pure
quality.

SOLID
stainless 18/10 or silver-plated,
polished, full range, hollow-handle knife with serrated edge or
monobloc with serrated edge

JUWEL
stainless 18/10 or silver-plated,
polished, full range, hollow-handle knife with serrated edge or
monobloc with serrated edge

MONDIAL
stainless 18/10 or silver-plated,
polished, full range, hollow-handle knife with serrated edge or
monobloc with serrated edge
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Functional lines with Style
Functionality and modern design
are the essence of WMF’s cutlery
range. Uncomplicated, reductionist
style combined with clear contouring is what makes the design
classic of tomorrow. It fits with
any architectural style and is the
perfect match for contemporary
interior design. The cutlery sits
perfectly in your hand.

High-quality material strength
and tried and tested workmanship
guarantee this product’s longevity,
even for the most demanding
restaurateurs.

CASINO
stainless 18/10 or silverplated,
polished, full range, monobloc
knife with serrated edge

SIGNUM
stainless 18/10 or silver-plated,
polished, full range, hollow-handle knife with serrated edge or
monobloc with serrated edge

UNIC
stainless 18/10 or silverplated,
polished, full range, knife in horizontal version as hollow-handled or monobloc with serrated
edge and in standing version as
monobloc with serrated edge
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Bold Forms which
Strike Against the Norm
Only things that are unique can
be considered special. This cutlery
series is for those restaurateurs
who want to strike out against the
norm and distinguish themselves
from their competition. Change is
the only constant and trends are
not only talked about, but lived.

The Nordic cutlery series, for example, is the perfect stylistic means
of introducing the Asian trend
to gastronomy, both visually and
sensually. It’s the ideal cutlery
range for all those who want
their creativity in the kitchen to
be reflected in their cutlery.

NORDIC
stainless 18/10 or silverplated,
polished, full range, monobloc
knife with serrated edge

EPOS
stainless 18/10 or silverplated,
polished, full range, hollowhandle knife with serrated edge
or monobloc with serrated edge,
standing on blade optional
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More Variety for
More Individuality
WMF offers one of the most unique
gastronomic design ranges in the
world of cutlery. From new interpretations on classic designs to
bold design trends of the future,
no matter what you are looking
for, you can find the ideal product
for you.
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UNIC

Base

Casino

NORDIC

Club

Residence

Barock

JUWEL

TELOS

SOLID

Bistro

Metropolitan

Flair

EPOS

Signum

CONTOUR

Baguette

Gastro

MONDIAL

WMF Cutlery in Trendy Colours
Monochrome is out-of-date!
With WMF’s new PVD coatings,
you can bring your cutlery to life
with colour. PVD coated cutlery
combines functional advantages
with entirely new design possi
bilities. Give your table spread
a distinctive look by adding
some exciting colour accents.

Please note that colour blends
are made-to-order. Full details
regarding pricing and delivery
times are available on request.

The models shown here represent
only some examples from the
range. You can get any of the WMF
Cromargan® cutlery models coated
in the colours indicated. This ex
cludes the hollow-handled knives
due to technical constraints.

gun metal (polished)

pale gold (polished)

gold (polished)

copper bronze (polished)
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Design by Designers
In cooperation with renowned desig
ners such as Jette Joop and Michael
Michalsky, WMF has created products
for gastronomy and the home which
customers not only love but which
they can also have fun with.

He is one of the most influential
German fashion designers of the
last few years. His style nights as
part of the Berlin Fashion Week
are legendary and each time are
eagerly anticipated – not only the
new collection but also his extra
ordinary performances.
Michael Michalsky is a master of
staging. He started as a designer
for Levi‘s. He gave the sports brand
Adidas a modern successful image.
In 2006 Michalsky founded his own
fashion label. Modern – urbane –
wearable – are the attributes given
to his collections for men and
women. Michalsky relies on classic
cuts which he breaks up with
streetwear influences.

This is how he has created a style
all of his own, designed for people
who like dressing up. Individuality
for Michalsky is not just reduced
to the external appearance. It is
also reflected in the things people
surround themselves with. Conse
quently he is active in many fields.
He designs rooms, furniture, stage
costumes – and now something
new: JAZZ, exclusive fashion cut
lery for Auerhahn.

Photo: Michael Michalsky by Oliver Reetz

table lamp JETTE
design by JETTE JOOP
stainless 18/10, glass
h 12 cm, ø 14 cm
h 4 ¾ in., ø 5 ½ in.
06 5594 6040
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candelabra JETTE
design by JETTE JOOP
stainless 18/10
h 9 cm / 3 ½ in.
06 5569 6040

flower vase JETTE
design by JETTE JOOP
stainless 18/10
h 18 cm, ø 8 cm
h 7 in., ø 3 ¼ in.
06 6359 6040

champagne cooler JETTE
design by JETTE JOOP
stainless 18/10
h 23 cm, ø 24 cm
h 9 in., ø 9 ½ in.
06 8391 6040

plate tray JETTE
design by JETTE JOOP
stainless 18/10
ø outer 33 cm, ø inner 20 cm
ø outer 13 in., ø inner 7 ¾ in.
06 7530 6040

Jette Joop was born in Braun
schweig, Germany. She went to
High School in Hamburg and
finished her schooling in Oxford,
UK taking the International Bac
calaureate. She went on to study
design at the Art Center College
of Design in California, USA and
finished with a “Bachelor of Sci
ence.” Having finished her studies,
she went to work for Barry Kiesel
stein-Cord (among others) and
later for Polo Ralph Lauren in
New York. In September 1997, she
founded her own company, ‘JETTE
GmbH’ with its headquarters in
Hamburg and Berlin.
Since September 2003 Jette Joop
has served as the Children’s Am

bassador for the German Red Cross
and is involved in many of their
projects. In 2006 she received the
‘Duftstars’ Award for her first per
fume “JETTE.” In 2008, her work as
the Children’s ambassador for the
German Red Cross was acknow
ledged when she received the
“Goldene Erbse” award from the
German Fairyland Association
(Verein Märchenland e.V.). In 2009,
Jette Joop received the “Leading
Ladies Award” in the “International
Companies with Women Power”
category.
Jette Joop lives and works in Ham
burg und Berlin. She is married and
has one daughter and one son.

cutlery set JAZZ steel
design by MICHALSKY
stainless 18/10
5 pcs.
22 8503 0237

cutlery set JAZZ gold
design by MICHALSKY
stainless 18/10
24 carat hard gold plated
5 pcs.
22 8506 0237

Fun for the little ones
Children can be quite opinionated
when it comes to eating out. They
often decide which restaurants are
acceptable and which fail to meet
their exacting standards, so it’s
always good to be prepared! Smart
and contemporary children’s cut
lery is certainly a step in the right
direction.
WMF gives you the security that
high-quality provides, along with
child-appropriate functionality.
In the end, even the youngest are
happy again and you can get back
to enjoying your life.

children´s cutlery BEAR
(incl. porcelain accessories)
stainless 18/10, porcelain
age 3+, 7 pcs.
12 8235 9984

children’s cutlery SAFARI
stainless 18/10
age 3+, 4 pcs.
12 8002 6040

children’s cutlery BEAR
stainless 18/10
age 3+, 4 pcs.
12 8235 6040

children’s cutlery NEMO
stainless 18/10
age 3+, 4 pcs.
12 8185 6040
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children’s cutlery THE PEPPELS
stainless 18/10
age 3+, 4 pcs.
12 8505 6040

children´s cutlery THE PEPPELS
(incl. porcelain accessories)
stainless 18/10, porcelain
age 3+, 7 pcs.
12 8505 9974

Coffee is your Specialty
It’s been a long time since coffee
was simply a hot drink that woke
you up in the morning. Coffee has
developed into a cultural treasure
and even the art of the perfect cup
has a long history. There is a neverending variety of coffee specialties
out there, but there is only one
CULTURECUP: the perfect cup of
coffee by WMF Hotel.

The understated yet modern design
based on the shape of the WMF
Classic COFFEECULTURE is second
to none in terms of combination
and presentation.

cappuccino set*
CULTURECUP
stainless 18/10, glass, porcelain
55 0112 6040

café crème set*
CULTURECUP
stainless 18/10, glass, porcelain
55 0111 6040

latte macchiato set*
CULTURECUP
stainless 18/10, glass
55 0116 6040

espresso set*
CULTURECUP
stainless 18/10, glass, porcelain
55 0113 6040
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* Available from June 2014.

Goldberg, Fellbach

WMF makes COFFEECULTURE

café latte set
COFFEECULTURE
stainless 18/10, glass
06 2519 6040

café crème set
COFFEECULTURE
stainless 18/10, glass, porcelain
06 2517 6040

latte macchiato set
COFFEECULTURE
stainless 18/10, glass
06 2516 6040

You can find more
items and combination
options from the
COFFEECULTURE series
in the COFFEECULTURE
brochure.
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The essential components of a truly
complete series are reliable shapes
and the highest levels of quality.
This range gives you excellent
serving options for classics like
espresso, but is also perfect for
more eccentric coffee varieties.
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L

Coffee Culture

For many years, WMF’s brand
COFFEECULTURE has become
an indispensable part of the
best establishments’ tableware.

espresso set
COFFEECULTURE
stainless 18/10, glass, porcelain
06 2518 6040

RNATION
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A

C

It’s a WMF classic, for those occasions when you want to express the
art of coffee and its presentation.
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The Highlight of your City
The essence of the world’s greatest
metropolises is reflected in WMF’s
URBAN design.
WMF URBAN skilfully marries the
most disparate styles in a consistent design. The WMF URBAN
series is inspired by the world’s
largest cities, which combine
traditional building materials
with futuristic architectural styles.
Like the lights of a city skyline at
night, candles and electric lights
shimmer in the polished surfaces
of the extraordinary WMF URBAN
series.

table lamp URBAN
stainless 18/10, glass satin
finished, silicone
h 13.5 cm, ø 8 cm
h 5 ¼ in., ø 3 ¼ in.
55 0070 6040

pastry stand URBAN
stainless 18/10
h 13.3 cm, ø 20 cm
h 5 ¼ in., ø 7 ¾ in.
55 0066 6040

petit-fours-stand URBAN
stainless 18/10
h 8.7 cm, ø 15 cm
h 3 ½ in., ø 6 in.
55 0067 6040

flower vase URBAN
stainless 18/10
h 17.5 cm, ø 7 cm
h 7 in., ø 2 ¾ in.
55 0061 6040

You can find more items and
combination options from
the URBAN series in the
URBAN brochure.

milk jug URBAN
stainless 18/10
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tea pot URBAN
stainless 18/10

coffee pot URBAN
stainless 18/10

Speisemeisterei, Stuttgart

Combining
Urban Design

oil and vinegar set URBAN
stainless 18/10, glass, silicone

wine / champagne cooler URBAN
fitting in stand for wine / champagne cooler PURE
stainless 18/10, double wall
h 24 cm, ø 16 cm
h 9 ½ in., ø 6 ¼ in.
55 0064 6040

stand for wine / champagne
cooler PURE
stainless 18/10
h 68.8 cm, ø dish 16 cm
h 27 in., ø dish 6 ¼ in.
06 0468 6040
The candlestick and the 3-branched
candelabra in the WMF URBAN
collection can be combined to great
effect. For example, you can place
the 3-branched candelabra, with
its slightly higher centre candle,
between two candlesticks, to create
a beautiful 5-candle centrepiece
for your table.

candlestick URBAN
stainless 18/10
h 21 cm
h 8 ¼ in.
55 0060 6040
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candelabra 3-branched URBAN
combinable with candlestick
stainless 18/10
h 22.5 cm, l 23.8 cm
h 8 ¾ in., l 9 ¼ in.
55 0069 6040

bread bowl
stainless 18/10
22.5 x 22.5 x 7.2 cm
8 ¾ x 8 ¾ x 2 ¾ in.
06 8236 6040

Speisemeisterei, Stuttgart

Accents of the Far-East
WMF ASIA combines the charm of
the Far-East with European table
culture.
Exotic cultures have always fascinated people. In this era of foreign
travel to far-flung destinations and
exposure to international gastronomy, it is especially important that
WMF represents the exotic. Those
who replace the traditional chopsticks with heavy, high-quality
WMF ASIA cutlery will be sure
to impress their clientele. This is
because WMF combines high-quality with a unique flair and is the
perfect fusion of Asian and Europe
table art.

WMF HOTEL chopsticks and chopstick
holders can be PVD coated if desired.
Please note that black and gold variations are made-to-order. Full details
regarding pricing and delivery times
are available on request.

chopstick stand
ASIA
stainless 18/10
8.4 x 1.7 x 1 cm
3 ¼ x ¾ x ½ in.
55 0123 6040

oil and soy set URBAN
stainless 18/10, glass, silicone

napkin ring TAVOLA
stainless 18/10
ø 5 cm / 2 in.
set 2
06 7030 6040
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flower vase URBAN
stainless 18/10
h 17.5 cm, ø 7 cm
h 7 in., ø 2 ¾ in.
55 0061 6040

tea set SMARTEA
stainless 18/10 satin finished, glass
1 l, H 20 cm
33.8 oz., h 7 ¾ in.
06 3109 6030

chopsticks pair
ASIA
stainless 18/10, plastic
25.4 x 0.6 x 0.6 cm
10 x ¼ x ¼ in.
set 2
55 0122 6040

towel holder
serving tray CULTURECUP
stainless 18/10
19.8 x 10.7 cm
7 ¾ x 4 ¼ in.
55 0115 6040

tea / punch cup
CLEVER & SMART
glass
0,2 l / 6.8 oz.
09 4309 9990

Asian Flair
You can find more items and
combination options from
the ASIA series in the ASIA
brochure.

napkin ring JETTE
stainless 18/10
ø outer 5.5 cm, ø inner 4 cm
ø outer 2 ¼ in., ø inner 1 ½ in.
Set 2
06 7017 6040

tea kettle
stainless 18/10
0,9 l, ø 13 cm
30.4 oz., ø 5 in.
07 3156 6040

flower vase large PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained
8 x 8 x 23.5 cm, ø 5.2 cm
3 ¼ x 3 ¼ x 9 ¼ in., ø 2 in.
55 0042 6040

oil and soy set PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained,
glass, porcelain
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stand small PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained, glass
for soy, vinegar, sambal oelek

flower vase small PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained
4.5 x 4.5 x 16 cm, ø 2.8 cm
1 ¾ x 1 ¾ x 6 ¼ in., ø 1 in.
55 0041 6040

stand small PURE EXCLUSIV / URBAN
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained, porcelain

Enjoy your Steak in Style
Whether the steak is “rare” ,
“medium” or “well done” becomes
more or less irrelevant given the
fact that WMF HOTEL’s accessories
mean you can enjoy it in style
regardless. The WMF knife has a
longer cutting edge which means
WMF blades can cut through even
the tenderest filets. A hearty steak,
served direct from the grill is, and
shall always remain, an unrivalled
pleasure. Originality, traditional
goodness and quality instead of
unnecessary tampering are what
WMF stands for.

salt / pepper mill
stainless 18/10, lacquered wood with
original ceramic grinding mechanism,
h 19 cm / 7 ½ in.
metal
06 6711 6040
white
06 6708 4500
black
06 6709 4500

steak knife
stainless 18/10
length 20 cm
length 8 in.
12 8705 6047

table lamp small
PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood
dark stained, glass
satin finished
h 19.3 cm, ø 9.5 cm
h 7 ½ in., ø 3 ¾ in.
55 0075 6040

steak cutlery
stainless 18/10
steak fork length 21 cm / 8 ¼ in. 12 8960 6042
steak knife length 23,1 cm / 9 in. 12 8960 6049

stand small PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained, porcelain
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table lamp large
PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood
dark stained, glass
satin finished
h 22.3 cm, ø 13 cm
h 8 ¾ in., ø 5 in.
55 0040 6040

oil and vinegar set PURE EXCLUSIV
stainless 18/10, wood dark stained, glass

steak cutlery SOLID
stainless 18/10
steak fork length 21 cm / 8 ¼ in. 12 9013 6040
steak knife length 24.4 cm / 9 ¾ in. 12 9014 6040

The Natural Look
Wood represents the natural environment, sustainability and highquality. The value of real, natural
wood has become even greater at
a time when it has become hard to
tell, at first glance, the difference
between imitation wood and the
real thing. The subtle differences in
the structure and the incomparable
feel of real wood are why the PURE
EXCLUSIV NATURE series represents
true quality. High-quality, precision
workmanship represents style and
an appreciation for nature.

tealight candle stick small
PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
stainless 18/10, varnished wood
20.5 x 6.2 x 3.7 cm
8 x 2 ½ x 1 ½ in.
55 0039 6140

table lamp large
PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
stainless 18/10, varnished
wood, glass satin finished
h 22.3 cm, ø 13 cm
h 8 ¾ in., ø 5 in.
55 0040 6140

table lamp small
PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
stainless 18/10, varnished
wood, glass satin finished
h 19.3 cm, ø 9.5 cm
h 7 ½ in., ø 3 ¾ in.
55 0075 6140
top table number stand
PURE EXCLUSIV
h incl. wooden stand 36.8 cm
h incl. wooden stand 14 ½ in.
55 0121 6043

card holder
PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
stainless 18/10, varnished wood
4.5 x 4.5 x 6.5 cm
1 ¾ x 1 ¾ x 2 ½ in.
55 0080 6140
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stand large
PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
stainless 18/10, varnished wood,
glass

PURE EXCLUSIV items are strongest
together. Thanks to the wide selection of combination possibilities,
you have more options with fewer
products. The standard wooden
bases mean that, when combined
with the right attachment, they
can transform from a table number
holder to a stylish serving plate for
petit-fours.

top petit-fours PURE EXCLUSIV
h incl. wooden stand 14 cm, ø 15 cm
h incl. wooden stand 5 ½ in., ø 6 in.
55 0121 6042

wooden stand PURE EXCLUSIV NATURE
combinable with the tops petit-fours
and table number stand
stainless 18/10, varnished wood
6.5 x 6.5 x 10 cm
2 ½ x 2 ½ x 4 in.
55 0121 6140

You can find more items
and combination options
from the PURE EXCLUSIV
series in the PURE EXCLUSIV brochure.

We Find the Right Tone
Harmony and unity are the key components
of any dining experience. Until now, one was
generally only limited to white and black to
ensure that all the accessories matched.
The PURE EXCLUSIV COLOUR range opens the
world to new, exciting possibilities. With endlessly customisable PURE EXCLUSIV products,
there are many new, colourful options for your
establishment and table designs, even with
comparatively few items. All RAL colour tones
are available.
The WMF PURE EXCLUSIV
COLOUR range will bring
your table to life.

Fresh New Colours
– An End to Monochrome
Please note that the colour tones featured on the PURE EXCLUSIV COLOUR
articles do not exactly match the actual
RAL colour tones and represent only a
small selection of the complete RAL
colour tone edition.
The colour options are made-to-order.
Full details regarding pricing and delivery
times are available on request.

RAL 1023
traffic Yellow

RAL 9003
signal white
inspired ambiences on page 2 | 3 and 43
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RAL 4004
claret violet

RAL 6018
yellow green

inspired ambience on page 36 | 37

inspired ambience on page 39

RAL 3002
carmine red

RAL 5015
sky blue

RAL 2004
pure Orange

You can find more items
and combination options
from the PURE EXCLUSIV
COLOUR series in the PURE
EXCLUSIV brochure.

Pouring Pleasure
The fine, thin style of a wine glass
already gives your guest the impression of elegance even before
he or she has taken the first sip.
The thickness of the glass communicates a sense of quality to the
mouth and the way in which the
wine sits in the glass has a longlasting effect on the taste. The
clarity of the glass and absence

of unsightly blemishes allows the
full beauty of the drink’s natural
colour to shine through. With
FIRSTGLASS, you can be certain
that you’ll be able to provide your
guests with a first-class experience,
even after years of use.

You can find more items
from the FIRSTGLASS
series in the FIRSTGLASS
brochure.

All Glasses in unit 6 pcs.
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bordeaux 35
ROYAL
h 23.9 cm, 635 ml
h 9 ½ in., 21.5 oz.
58 0010 0035

bordeaux 35
DIVINE
h 23.8 cm, 645 ml
h 9 ¼ in., 21.8 oz.
58 0050 0035

tumbler 15
MANHATTAN
h 9.4 cm, 320 ml
h 3 ¾ in., 10.8 oz.
58 0030 0015

bordeaux 35
SMART
h 22.7 cm, 650 ml
h 9 in., 22 oz.
58 0020 0035

WMF Divine – Clear Lines
Like the handmade individual
pieces of yesteryear, DIVINE has
captivated guests with its gently
curved, thin-walled body which
flows into soft lines at the stem
and base. From the base, the glass
develops into a tapered opening
for ultimate drinking satisfaction,
enabling the full bouquet of the
wine to be appreciated.

bordeaux 35
h 23.8 cm, 645 ml
h 9 ¼ in., 21.8 oz.
58 0050 0035

digestive 23
h 20 cm, 190 ml
h 7 ¾ in., 6.4 oz.
58 0050 0023

port 04
h 20 cm, 190 ml
h 7 ¾ in., 6.4 oz.
58 0050 0004

red wine goblet 01
h 22.5 cm, 450 ml
h 8 ¾ in., 15.2 oz.
58 0050 0001

champagne 29
h 22.3 cm, 265 ml
h 8 ¾ in., 9 oz.
58 0050 0029

white wine goblet 02
h 21.4 cm, 350 ml
h 8 ½ in., 11.8 oz.
58 0050 0002

burgundy 99
h 23.1 cm, 695 ml
h 9 in., 23.5 oz.
58 0050 0099

flute champagne 07
h 22.4 cm, 188 ml
h 8 ¾ in., 6.4 oz.
58 0050 0007

All Glasses in unit 6 pcs.
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A Great Start to the Day
WMF is ideal for those who put
WMF will put your breakfast in the
great value on the elegance and
limelight with the maximum level
quality of his / her breakfast buffet. of freshness and hygiene.
Our service products will inspire
confidence in your guests from the
very first glance. WMF’s innovative
functionality does the rest.

In-line version

milk dispenser MANHATTAN
CHANGE
stainless 18/10, partly satin finished,
SAN plastic opaque white,
height-adjustable, non-dripping,
hygienic spout, dishwasher-safe
cooling with ice tube
30,5 x 20 x 60 cm
12 x 8 x 23 ½ in.
cap. 5 l / 175 oz.
06 3395 6040

cereal dispenser BASIC
CHANGE
stainless 18/10, container PMMA
clear, hygienic portioning
cap. 3,5 l / 118.3 oz. per tube
round, turnable
h 59,7 cm, ø 35,7 cm
h 23 ½ in., ø 14 in.
06 3530 6040

set for cereal / juice dispenser
stainless 18/10, SAN clear,
for juice, milk or cereals
42,5 x 16,4 x 29,4 cm
16 ¾ x 6 ½ x 11 ½ in.
cap. 2 l / 67.6 oz. each
06 3648 6040

in-line version
39 x 25 x 59,7 cm
15 ¼ x 9 ¾ x 23 ½ in.
06 3640 6040

Buffet sets can be individually labelled.
Motif available for download at
www.wmf-hotel.de.
For storage and labelling, the glass or
porcelain can simply be placed on the
buffet in its lid.

buffet set glass
stainless 18/10, glass
44,5 x 17,2 x 13 cm
17 ½ x 6 ¾ x 5 in.
cap. 0,7 l / 23.66 oz. each
06 8242 6040
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buffet set porcelain
stainless 18/10, porcelain
44,5 x 17,2 x 13 cm
17 ½ x 6 ¾ x 5 in.
cap. 0,65 l / 21.97 oz. each.
06 8257 6040

Make it a Good Morning
WMF products make every breakfast buffet a wonderful experience.
WMF’s high-quality helpers are
extremely versatile and can be
combined with one another.
They not only look great together
but, thanks to their clear design,
perfectly match any existing style.
It goes without saying that all
WMF buffet accessories meet
the high level of functionality
characteristic of WMF products.

The WMF series will get your day
off to a flying start and, as we all
know, a great day follows a great
morning.

water decanter BASIC
stainless 18/10, silicone, black
lid opens and closes automatically
cap. 1,0 l, h 29 cm
cap. 35 oz., h 11 ½ in.
06 1770 6040
replacement decanter
06 1770 9990

juice dispenser BASIC
CHANGE
stainless 18/10, SAN plastic,
height-adjustable, non-dripping,
hygienic spout, dishwasher-safe
cooling with ice tube
30,5 x 20 x 60 cm
12 x 8 x 23 ½ in.
cap. 5 l / 175 oz.
06 3130 6040

etagère
stainless 18/10
h 51 cm / h 20 in.
4 pcs.
06 3010 6040
h 70 cm / 27 ½ in.
6 pcs.
06 3011 6040
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service tray, round
for etagère
stainless 18/10
ø 29.5 cm / ø 11 ½ in.
06 3014 6041

fruit / bread basket
stainless 18/10
h 22.5 cm, ø 26 cm
h 8 ¾ in., ø 10 ¼ in.
06 6521 6040

glass bowl
for etagère
glass
h 8.5 cm, ø 20 cm
h 3 ¼ in., ø 8 in.
19 9999 8642

porcelain bowl, XL
porcelain
cap. 3,5 l / 122.5 oz.
60 3060 9990

Everything stays hot and fresh
Induction was designed for the
rigours of professional use. The
advantages of induction techno
logy become all the more apparent
in the field of keeping food warm.
The perfect level of heat distribu
tion will keep your delicacies at
the ideal temperature while the
condensation recirculation system
will guarantee freshness.

Extremely practical flexibility. The
WMF Chafing Dish can be operated
using not only induction systems
but also traditional heating elements such as fuel elements and
hotplates.

The extraordinary inductive quality
of the WMF Chafing Dish demon
strates excellence both inside and
out. The heat-resistant handles remain cool even after extended use
and the extensive, dishwasher safe
glass lid will make your daily life
much easier.

buffet stand HOT & FRESH GN 2/3
stainless 18/10
44 x 40 x 24 cm
17 ¼ x 15 ¾ x 9 ½ in.
(without chafing dish)
electrically and sterno heating possible
following versions available:
BASIC
55 0012 6040
MANHATTAN 55 0013 6040
PALAST
55 0016 6210
neutral
55 0006 6040

chafing dish HOT & FRESH GN 2/3
stainless 18/10
37 x 45 x 19 cm
14 ½ x 17 ¾ x 7 ½ in.
following versions available:
BASIC
55 0002 6040
MANHATTAN 55 0021 6040
PALAST
55 0027 6210
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Induction for Optimal Heat
There are many ways to keep your
meals hot but, to keep them warm
and fresh, there’s really only one
way. The Induction Chafing Dish
HOT & FRESH by WMF does both
effortlessly.

For even more Chafing Dish
options, and for all accessories,
please take a look at our main
catalogue or visit our website
at www.wmf-hotel.de

All HOT & FRESH Chafing Dishes
can take implements of up to 10
cm deep and are compatible with
induction elements as well as fuel
or other heating elements.
The glass lid and bracket can be
removed. The unit is made of
Cromargan®, gold-plated in parts.

buffet stand HOT & FRESH, round
stainless 18/10
h 24 cm, ø 47 cm
h 9 ½ in., ø 18 ½ in.
(without chafing dish)
electrically and sterno heating possible
following versions available:
BASIC
55 0007 6040
MANHATTAN 55 0008 6040
PALAST
55 0011 6210
neutral
55 0005 6040

chafing dish HOT & FRESH, round
stainless 18/10
h 19 cm , ø 39 cm
h 7 ½ in., ø 15 ¼ in.
following versions available:
BASIC
55 0001 6040
MANHATTAN 55 0020 6040
PALAST
55 0026 6210
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You can find more items
and accessories from the
HOT & FRESH series in the
HOT & FRESH brochure.

Chafing Dish or Pot
A Chafing Dish in a Buffet Pot
design will instantly make your
guests think, “this has been freshly
cooked.” The stylish containers in
contemporary colours are an instant eye-catcher in any buffet.
The small inserts, when more frequently refilled, actually guarantee
shorter heat-retention times.
This means that your meals will
be fresher, tastier and healthier.

The transparent glass lids allow
your guests to easily see what’s
inside which will enable them to
make faster decisions. Once the
practical lid is open, the guest has
both hands free to serve him / herself and the lid is kept within safe
reaching distance.

lid holder
stainless 18/10
to mount in the handles
for pot ø 20 cm / ø 7 ¾ in.
55 0076 6040
for pot ø 24 cm / ø 9 ½ in.
55 0077 6040

Made of Silargan® - indestructible, easy to clean
and nickel free. Glass lid made of high-quality heat
resistant glass.

buffet pot with lid
ø 16 cm, 1.3 l
ø 6 ¼ in, 44 oz.
red
58 0093 6040
yellow 58 0094 6040
black
58 0095 6040
ø 20 cm, 2.4 l
ø 7 ¾ in, 81,2 oz.
red
58 0096 6040
yellow 58 0002 6040
black
58 0003 6040
ø 24 cm, 4.4 l
ø 9 ½ in., 148.8 oz.
red
58 0097 6040
yellow 58 0005 6040
black
58 0006 6040

baking / soufflé dish
porcelain, white
ø 20 cm / 7 ¾ in. 17 7920 9801
ø 24 cm / 9 ½ in. 17 7924 9801
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From Generation to Generation
WMF and SILIT have stood for indestructible quality and innovative
design for generations. The fact
that this is still true is evidenced by
the fact that our products are still
used day-in, day-out in professional environments.
There aren’t too many buffet items
today which guarantee and deliver
freshness and diversity like the Buffet Wok by Silit which also features
contemporary colours and shapes.

WMF VITALIS porcelain bowl large
porcelain, white
2 pcs. are fitting into steamer
VITALIS
20 x 15 cm
7 ¾ x 6 in.
17 4021 9801

WMF VITALIS steamer
stainless 18/10, glass, incl. aroma
steaming rack and stay-cool handle
41 x 27 x 10 cm
16 ¼ x 10 ¾ x 4 in.
17 4002 6040

Made of Silargan® - indestructible, easy
to clean and nickel free. Glass lid made of
high-quality heat resistant glass.

buffet wok with lid
ø 36 cm, 7.0 l
ø 14 ¼ in., 236.7 oz.
red
58 0098 6040
yellow 58 0011 6040
black
58 0012 6040
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WMF Coffee Machines
Whether espresso, cappuccino, latte macchiato or filter coffee, whether single cups or mugs, whether service or selfservice: amongst a variety of diverse types and versions you will find exactly the coffee machine your company needs.
Please, request our catalog „Product range of coffee machines“ using the order number 63 8042 0391 by
gastro-export@wmf.de or by phone +49 73 31 / 258 792 or visit us on www.wmf-coffeemachines.com.

WMF Hotel
Eine Marke der proHeq GmbH
A brand of proHeq GmbH
Carl-Benz-Straße 10
D-75217 Birkenfeld, Germany
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